Introduction {#sec1}
============

The perception of external stimuli is traditionally considered to result solely from the processing of thalamic signals through direct cortico-cortical connections between areas organized in a hierarchical manner ([@ref62]). This corticocentric view has been challenged in recent years since, besides direct communication between cortical areas through cortico-cortical connections, indirect communication through corticothalamocortical projections can also occur ([@ref15]; [@ref84]). In the visual system, the pulvinar, which is the largest extrageniculate nucleus in mammals, is a key structure for the transfer of information between cortical areas ([@ref15]; [@ref19]). It receives the main input from the primary visual cortex and from most if not all higher-order visual areas and, in turn, projects back to these areas ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [@ref48]; [@ref4]; [@ref6]). Pulvinar neurons have cortex-like receptive fields and this structure has been associated with a number of normal vision processing such as higher-order motion, feature binding, and attention ([@ref64]; [@ref20]; [@ref16]; [@ref53]; [@ref105]). It has recently been suggested that deficits in sensory processing observed in disorders such as schizophrenia results from a dysfunction in transthalamic cortical communication involving the pulvinar ([@ref13]; [@ref7]).

Although much is known about the geniculo-cortical pathway, we have virtually no information about the functional properties of the much more extensive pulvinar-cortical circuits. Consequently, their contribution in cortical processing, and ultimately in perception, remains elusive. Attempts to define the function of these pathways are mainly based on anatomical grounds ([@ref84]). Two types of inputs, drivers and modulators, have been described along the well-characterized retinogeniculate-cortical pathway on the basis of electrophysiological and anatomical criteria ([@ref82]). In essence, drivers determine the properties of their target cells whereas modulators provide contextual activity modulation of the recipient neurons, and it has been proposed that a general rule, thalamic terminals ending in layer I and IV are modulatory and drivers, respectively ([@ref25]; [@ref43]; [@ref47]; [@ref99]). In addition, drivers and modulators would yield correspondingly additive/subtractive and multiplicative/divisive changes on the membrane potential of a cortical neuron ([@ref3]; [@ref22]; [@ref1]).

The main cortical inputs to the pulvinar come from layers V neurons in the primary visual cortex and from layers VI neurons in higher-order areas ([@ref52]; [@ref97]; [@ref66]; [@ref2]). Anatomical and physiological data indicate that the signals from area 17 are almost exclusively drivers while those from higher-order areas are drivers and modulators ([@ref96]), with an increase of the modulators/driver ratio along the cortical hierarchy ([@ref40]). Pulvinar projections to the visual cortex are 2-fold: For the most part, they reach layer I of the primary visual cortex and end in layer IV of all other visual areas ([@ref9]; [@ref61]; [@ref70]; [@ref94]; [@ref74]). Based on this organization, one would suggest that the pulvinar modulates entrant activity in the primary visual cortex and drive neurons in higher-order areas. Thus, the aim of the present study was to test this assumption by investigating the impact of pulvinar on the contrast response function (CRF) of two hierarchically distinct areas in the cat, the primary visual cortex and area 21a (the homolog of V4 in primates, ([@ref63])). In cats, the pulvinar consists of a group of three nuclei named the lateral posterior-pulvinar complex (LP-pulvinar, ([@ref41])). The lateral part of the LP (LPl) is the striato-recipient zone of the LP while the medial part (LPm) is the tectorecipient zone ([@ref2]; [@ref17]). LPl neurons project to layer I of area 17 while those in LPl and LPm project to layer IV of area 21a ([@ref54]; [@ref94]; [@ref10]). Therefore, according to the framework described above, we hypothesize that the CRF of cortical neurons will be distinctly affected in the two cortical areas: Pulvinar should principally modulate activity (response gain; slope control) in area 17, while it should mainly drive neuronal discharges (contrast gain; baseline control) in area 21a (Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Hypothetical scheme of the nature of pulvino-cortical inputs to the primary visual cortex and an extrastriate area. A putative modulator (m) input would yield non-linear effects on the CRF of neurons from the primary visual cortex represented as changes in the response gain and slope. On the other hand, a putative driver (d) input in higher-order cortical areas would yield linear effects on the neurons' CRFs, characterized by changes in the contrast gain and baseline.](bhz149f1){#f1}

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Animals and Surgery {#sec3}
-------------------

Experiments were performed on normal male and female adult cats (2.5--3.5 kg). A total number of 6 animals were used in the present study. All surgical and experimental procedures were undertaken according to the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and were approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Montreal (CDEA 19-008). First, atropine (0.1 mg/kg) and acepromazine (Atravet, 1 mg/kg) were administered subcutaneously to reduce parasympathetic effects of anesthesia and to provoke sedation, respectively. Anesthesia induction was performed with 3.5% Isoflurane in a 50:50 (v/v) gas mixture of O~2~ and N~2~O. Isoflurane concentration was maintained at 1.5% throughout surgical procedures. A tracheotomy was performed, and animals were immobilized using an intravenous bolus injection of 2% gallamine triethiodide. Then, animals were artificially ventilated and a 1:1 (v/v) solution of 2% gallamine triethiodide (10 mg/kg/h) in 5% of dextrose in lactated ringer was continuously administered intravenously to maintain muscular relaxation and to provide nutrition and electrolytes. Expired level of CO~2~ was maintained between 35 and 40 mmHg by adjusting the tidal volume and respiratory rate. Heart rate was continuously monitored during the experiment and the temperature was maintained at 37 °C by means of a feedback controlled heated blanket. Local anesthetic (lidocaine hydrochloride 2%) was used in all incisions and pressure points. Dexamethasone (4 mg, I.M.) was administered every 12 h in order to avoid cortical swelling. Pupils were dilated using atropine (Mydriacyl) and nictitating membranes were retracted using phenylephrine (Midfrin). Rigid contact lenses with the appropriate power were used to correct eyes refraction and eye lubricants were used to avoid corneal dehydration. Three craniotomies were performed in order to gain access to the LP nucleus (5-8A; 3--7 L, Horsley--Clarke coordinates) and to cortical areas 17 (4-8P; 0.5--2 L) and 21a (2-6P; 7--11 L). Small durectomies were performed for each electrode penetration. A 2% Agar solution in saline was applied over the exposed regions to increase recordings stability and to avoid the drying of the cortical surface.

Visual Stimuli {#sec4}
--------------

Visual stimuli were generated using the VPixx software (VPixx Technologies Inc., St-Bruno, QC, Canada), projected onto an isoluminant screen located at 57 cm of viewing distance and covering 116° by 150° of visual angle with a mean luminance of 25 cd/m^2^. Stimuli consisted of drifting sinusoidal gratings with spatial and temporal frequencies set at 0.3 cpd and 3 Hz for all stimuli, respectively. The spatial and temporal frequencies were inside the response range of neurons from both areas 17 ([@ref58]; [@ref109]) and 21a ([@ref95]; [@ref57]; [@ref102]). Neurons' direction tuning was obtained with 50% contrast gratings moving over 360° at 12 steps of 30°. The CRF was evaluated by varying contrast values between 6% and 100% at the neuron's optimal direction. For all tests, trials were fully randomized and each stimulus was presented for at least 10 times. Stimulus presentation lasted 1 and 2 s for contrast and direction tests, respectively, separated by a mean luminance gray screen (blank) used to assess spontaneous activity.

Electrophysiological Recordings and Signal Preprocessing {#sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------

During recording sessions, the anesthesia was changed to Halothane (0.5--0.8%). This was done to maintain the cortical responsiveness since it has been shown that isoflurane yields a strong depression of visual responses ([@ref101]). Neural activity in areas 17 and 21a was recorded using 32-channel linear probes (\~1 M$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\Omega$\end{document}$, 1×32-6 mm-100-177, Neuronexus). Prior to insertion, the probes were covered with a fluorescent dye (DiI) allowing the histologic assessment of the electrode position in the cortex. Electrophysiological signals were acquired at 30 KHz and band pass filtered between 1 and 7500 Hz using an open-source system (Open-Ephys platform, ([@ref86])). Single units were identified using the software package Klusta ([@ref73]). In brief, signals were high-pass filtered at 500 Hz and a threshold was used to detect the spikes. Subsequently, the spikes were separated by an unsupervised automatic clustering algorithm using principal component analysis. Finally, a manual validation of the clustering process was undertaken. Units exhibiting low spike amplitudes or ill-defined cluster margins were excluded. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) were obtained from the neuronal responses to drifting gratings and the responses of each unit were calculated as the average firing rate during the stimulus presentation for each trial. Units with low firing rates (maximal discharge was \<5 spikes/s) in the control condition were excluded from the analysis.

Thalamic Inactivation {#sec6}
---------------------

The LPl and LPm subdivisions of the LP nucleus were pharmacologically inactivated by the intracerebral injection of a solution of 20 mM gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA) stained with Chicago Sky Blue (0.5%) for the histologic assessment of the location and extent of the injection (Supplementary Fig. [S2](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The GABA solution was injected using a custom-made injectrode ([@ref46]). First, the solution was injected at a rate of 80 nL/min until the inhibition of the neuronal activity was achieved. A successful inactivation was characterized by the silencing of the local multiunit activity recorded through the injectrode. Subsequently, the injection rate was reduced to 20--40 nL/min to silence neural activity throughout the testing period. The approximate total volume of GABA solution injected was 1 μL. The local neuronal activity was continuously monitored and a recovery from inhibition was observed about 30--45 min after the completion of the GABA injection. Cortical responses were recorded before (control), during (injection), and after (recovery) GABA injection in the thalamus (Supplementary Fig. [S2](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Curve Fitting and Data Analysis {#sec7}
-------------------------------

The CRF was generated by fitting the Naka--Rushton equation to experimental data:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} R(C)={R}_{\mathrm{max}}\frac{C^n}{C^n+C{50}^n}+\mathrm{Bsln},\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *R*(*C*) is the output response at contrast *C*, Bsln is the baseline response, *n* represents the slope of the curve, *R*~max~ is the maximum response above the baseline, and *C*50 is the contrast that evokes half of *R*~max~.

The goodness of fit was assessed by a modified version of the chi-squared (*χ*^2^) test that takes into account the linear correlation between the cortical neuronal activity and the response variance. The *χ*^2^ term was considered as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} {\chi}^2={\sum}_i\frac{{\left({e}_i-{o}_i\right)}^2}{k+{o}_i\frac{\rho_i}{t}}, \end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *i* represents the index of the contrast level, *o* is the observed neuronal response, *e* is the expected response from the fit, ρ corresponds to the ratio between the response variance and the average firing rate at a particular contrast, *t* represents the response duration in seconds and *k* is a small factor (*k* = 0.01(*P*^\*^max(*o*))) used to avoid infinite values at zero response ([@ref18]). Due to the nature of our experimental protocol (long-lasting recordings), several factors could affect the recording reliability over time. Consequently, we excluded from the analysis neurons that showed *χ*^2^ values higher than twice the one from the control curve.

The parameters extracted from the curve fit were used to compare the cortical activity recorded during the control, injection, and recovery periods. The *R*~max~ and baseline (Bsln) were normalized to the average firing rate at maximum contrast in the control condition. In addition, the percentage of variation (*% Var*) for each CRF parameter (*Par*) was calculated as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} \% Var=100\times \frac{Par_{\mathrm{control}}-{Par}_{\mathrm{injection}}}{Par_{\mathrm{control}}+{Par}_{\mathrm{injection}}} \end{equation*}\end{document}$$

The response modulation to drifting gratings was assessed to identify simple and complex-like cells. Fourier transformation of the PSTH was performed and a modulation index was obtained by calculating the ratio of the amplitude of the first harmonic over the DC amplitude (F1/F0). Cells with F1/F0 values greater than one were classified as simple while those with values below one were considered as complex ([@ref88]).

Selection of CRF Based on the Percentage of Overlap Between Conditions {#sec8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

For each unit, a qualitative analysis of the CRFs obtained in control, injection and recovery conditions were performed by considering the degree of overlap between the confidence intervals (CIs) of each curve. The CIs were estimated by a bootstrapping method. For each contrast curve, a distribution of CRFs was generated by applying the curve fit (equation [1](#deqn01){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to resampled datasets over 1000 iterations. The central 95% of the curves' distribution was considered as the CI. Subsequently, the percentages of overlapped areas between the CRFs CIs at control and injection (Ctr-Inj), control and recovery (Ctr-Rec), and injection and recovery (Inj-Rec) were calculated. A 100% overlap between CRF areas indicates that they are equal, while 0% shows that the CRFs are completely different. Neurons exhibiting lower Inj-Rec overlap (Inj-Rec \< 50%) and higher Ctr-Rec overlap (Ctr-Rec \> 50%) recovered completely from the GABA injection. On the other hand, those with high Inj-Rec overlap were considered partially recovered. However, neurons were only considered partially recovered when their recovery CRFs tended toward the control condition, otherwise they were eliminated from the analysis.

Spike Waveform Classification {#sec9}
-----------------------------

Putative inhibitory and excitatory neurons were classified as fast (FS) and regular (RS) spiking respectively, based on the analysis of their spike waveform profile ([@ref87]; [@ref78]; [@ref92])**.** Prior to the analysis, the temporal resolution was increased using spline interpolation. Two parameters were calculated: The half width of the spike negative deflection and the delay between the negative and the positive peaks (trough-to-peak). Cells were classified in two groups using a K-means clustering algorithm. The validation of the clustering method was performed using the *silhouette* MATLAB (RRID:SCR_001622) function, which calculates an index (silhouette value) ranging from −1 to 1 where values indicate how similar a data point is from its respective group, with negative values indicating a probable misclassified data point. Thus, neurons with negative silhouette values were considered as unclassifiable and were excluded from the analysis (Supplementary Fig. [S3](#sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Statistical Analysis {#sec10}
--------------------

Statistical analysis was undertaken using the computing environment R (RRID:SCR_001905) with the additional software package PMCMR. Data are expressed as mean $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\pm$\end{document}$ standard error of the mean (SEM), unless otherwise stated. Data normality was verified using Kolmogorov--Smirnov test. Since data were not normally distributed, different non-parametric statistical approaches were used. Pairwise data comparison was performed using Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Results from LPl and LPm inactivation were analyzed together using Kruskal--Wallis test and Dunn's post hoc with Holm adjustment. Correlation analysis was performed and Pearson's correlation coefficient ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$r$\end{document}$) and significance values are shown. Data obtained from direction tuning curves were compared using the Quade test. The relationship between categories was assessed using Fisher's exact test.

The Network Model {#sec11}
-----------------

We modeled a layered network of four areas connected feed forwardly, which receive and send additional inputs from and to a parallel structure. The feedforward network (FFN) represents the transmission of visual information throughout the hierarchy of the cat visual cortex. The parallel structure mimics the LP nucleus. The first cortical area receives an excitatory lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) spiking firing rate input modeled by Poisson spike trains modulated by different contrast levels (see cortical interactions). We considered four levels to mimic processing from areas 17 to 21a, passing across areas 18 and 19. Because we studied the effect of the LP on cortical neurons, for simplicity, we did not consider the direct connection from the LGN to extrastriate cortical areas described in the cat and the feedforward connections from areas 17 to 21a ([@ref108]). Each component of the network consisted of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$lp$\end{document}$ as the LP). For each area, including the LP, we simulated *N* = 10 000 neurons. With such a number of cells, a population of neurons in a balanced regime ensures an asynchronous and stable discharge of neuronal activity. In turn, this asynchronous neural state guarantees a reliable firing rate propagation throughout the network ([@ref103]; [@ref23]). From this number of neurons, 80% and 75% were excitatory cells from the cortex and the LP, respectively.

We considered an additional 5% of inhibitory neurons in the LP based on available empirical data ([@ref71]). This additional 5% produced a slight, but significant increase in thalamic activity, when compared with cortical responses. Both recurrent and afferent connectivity for each layer were random with probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Neuron Dynamics {#sec12}
---------------

We used the adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire model ([@ref11]) to describe the dynamics of cortical and thalamic neurons. This neural model consists of two coupled differential equations. The membrane potential of neuron *i*, of the E or I population *A*, and cortical or thalamic structure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recurrent Connections {#sec13}
---------------------

The recurrent synaptic interactions activate current input to a neuron (i, A, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Cortical Interactions {#sec14}
---------------------

Cortical neurons between different areas interacted in a feedforward and a recurrent manner. They received two types of external inputs:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Although the LP receives inputs from subcortical areas ([@ref21]), the model considered that the external current for the thalamic neurons depended only on cortical inputs as shown by empirical data ([@ref8]). A thalamic neuron $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Parameters {#sec16}
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### Variation of Pathway Connections {#sec17}

We used the factors *WFF, WCP*, and *WPC* to change the weights of feedforward, pulvino-cortical, and cortico-pulvinar projections. These factors multiply the ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$W( PC,l)$\end{document}$, *N* = 4), to avoid an oversaturation of thalamic activity due to an overload of cortical inputs.

### Simulations {#sec18}

Network architecture and neuron equations were performed with Python version 3.2 using Brian2 simulator ([@ref93]). Euler integration was implemented using a time step of 0.05 ms. The accuracy of the results was verified by repeating simulations with smaller time steps (0.025 ms).

Histology {#sec19}
---------

At the end of the experiment, animals were euthanized with an intravenous injection of sodium pentobarbital (Euthanyl, 110 mg/Kg). Animals were transcardially perfused with a phosphate buffer solution (0.1 M, pH 7.4) followed by a fixative (Paraformaldehyde 4%). Brain tissue was cryoprotected using sucrose solutions at different concentrations (10--30%), frozen and stored at −80 °C. Then, 40 μm coronal sections were obtained and subsequently stained. LP subdivisions were revealed using Acetylcholinesterase staining ([@ref36]). The Chicago Sky Blue staining was used to locate the injection sites and to provide a rough estimation of the extent of the GABA diffusion in the thalamus (Supplementary Fig. [S2](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cortical layers were identified using DAPI and the DiI fluorescence signal was used to reconstruct the electrode position. Furthermore, immunostaining of nonphosphorylated neurofilament protein was used to confirm the position of recordings in area 21a (Fig. [5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; [@ref98]).

Results {#sec20}
=======

In the present study, from the total number (*N* = 1430) of neurons recorded, 97 (area 17) and 83 (area 21a) units were analyzed. The remaining neurons were discarded due to several factors such as: high response variability, loss of signal during recording sessions, units' failure to recover after the thalamic injections of GABA, or unsuccessful thalamic inactivation. In addition, data from 3 experiments were discarded due to leakage of the GABA injections into adjacent regions of the thalamus. Descriptive statistics (mean, median and SEM values) of all CRF parameters and respective significance levels (*P*-values) from statistical comparisons are summarized in tables provided as supplementary material.

Effects of LPl Inactivation on the CRF of Area 17 Neurons {#sec21}
---------------------------------------------------------

The LPl nucleus is the only subdivision of the cat pulvinar that is directly connected to the primary visual cortex in a reciprocal manner ([@ref10]; [@ref14]). Silencing the LPl yielded changes in the CRF profile of 59 out of 97 areas, 17 neurons (CI overlap mean of 20.96 ± 2.29%). Most changes in the CRF profile were observed at contrast levels \>25%. Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows three representative examples of the impact of LPl inactivation on the contrast response of neurons in area 17. In panel A, the LPl inactivation yielded an increase in firing rate (facilitation) of the cortical neuron. This enhancement of activity was observed in 19 units (\~32%). Panel B depicts the most frequently observed effect, that is, a decrease (suppression) in the firing rate (37 cells; \~ 63%). Three neurons exhibited a rightward shift of the contrast function (Panel C) and four out of the 19 units showing an increase in firing rate also displayed such rightward shift. In most cases, these changes of activity were not accompanied by significant modification in the cells' preferred orientation and direction and in corresponding tuning functions. Thus, two main groups of cells were identified based on the effect of LPl inactivation: those with facilitated and suppressed responses.

![Effects of the reversible inactivation of LPl on the CRF of three neurons from area 17. Neuronal responses during control (blue), thalamic inactivation (red) and recovery (black) are shown. In panels 1--4, Raster plots and PSTHs (1), CRFs (2), direction tunings (3), and spike waveforms (4) are presented for each neuron. (*A*) The LPl inactivation yielded an increase on the neuron's firing rate at contrast levels higher than 25% (A2). (*B*) The neuron exhibited a reduction of the firing rate at higher contrast levels (\>25%) during LPl inactivation (B2). (*C*) Here, the LPl inactivation yielded a rightward shift of the neuron's CRF (C2). Note that no changes on the direction selectivity was observed in none of the units shown (Panels 3's). In PSTHs, gray areas represent the duration of the presentation of the visual stimulus (drifting gratings). In CRF plots (panels 2's), dots and error bars represent the average and SEM of neurons' firing rates at different contrasts and lines represent the curve fitting by the Naka-Rushton function. In panels 3's, SEM are represented as shaded areas. In panels 4's, average spike waveforms are depicted as black lines. Ctr = control; Inj = thalamic inactivation; Rec = recovery.](bhz149f2){#f2}

The effects of the LPl inactivation were further characterized by analyzing the parameters of the Naka--Rushton function (eq. [1](#deqn01){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Changes on each variable of the equation represented a specific type of gain control of the contrast response curve. Here we identified four contrast-tuning parameters (Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The first, contrast gain, is characterized by changes in C50 and represented by a horizontal shift of the curve. The second, response gain, is distinguished by changes of the Rmax and consequently of the contrast curve dynamic range. The third, baseline control, is described by a change in Blsn and represented by a vertical shift of the contrast response curve. Finally, slope control is characterized by changes in the exponential factor (n). In order to characterize the type of modulation exerted by the pulvinar, each parameter was compared between control and GABA injection conditions for the 59 areas 17 cells that showed a significant change of activity. Overall, the impact of the LPl inactivation consisted **of** a change in response gain (*R*~max~) and baseline control of neurons in the primary visual cortex. Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that the neurons in the "facilitated" group exhibited increased response gain and baseline (Panels A and B) while for the "suppressed" group, the LPl inactivation yielded a significant reduction of these two parameters (panels C and D).

![Impact of LPl inactivation on the CRF parameters Rmax and baseline of neurons from area 17. The normalized Rmax and baseline were compared between control (Ctr) and thalamic inactivation (Inj) conditions for two distinct neuronal populations with facilitated (Fac, *A*--*B*) and suppressed (Sup, *C*--*D*) responses at high contrast levels during inactivation. Neurons from the facilitated group exhibited an increase in Rmax (*A*) and baseline (*B*) during LPl inactivation whereas those from the suppressed group showed a decrease in both parameters (*C*--*D*). (*E*--*F*) Scatter plots of Rmax and baseline of the two groups. Linear regression lines for facilitated (solid line over filled circles) and suppressed (dotted line over empty circles) groups are depicted. For the facilitated group, the regression lines of Rmax (*P* = 0.09, r2 = 0.13) and baseline (*P* \< 0.001, r2 = 0.8) lie above the unity line (dashed line), while the inverse is observed for the suppressed group (Rmax: *P* \< 0.001, r2 = 0.3; baseline: *P* \< 0.001, r2 = 0.7). ^\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.001. In *A*--*D*, solid and dotted lines indicate mean and median values.](bhz149f3){#f3}

Percentage of Variation for the Two Populations in Area 17 {#sec22}
----------------------------------------------------------

The magnitude of the effects of the LPl inactivation was assessed by calculating the percentage of variation (%Var) of the CRF parameters (see Methods for details). Positive and negative %Var values indicate a decrease and increase of a given parameter during inactivation, respectively. Here, we compared the %Var of the CRF parameters between the two previously defined cell groups (facilitated and suppressed) and the total neuronal sample. In accord with the previous analysis, facilitated and suppressed groups exhibited an increase and decrease in the percentage of variation of the response gain and baseline computed from their CRF (Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison the percentage of variation (%Var) of the CRF parameters Rmax and baseline of neurons from area 17. Here, the total population is compared with the facilitated and suppressed groups. (*A*) %Var of Rmax. **On average**, facilitated neurons exhibited negative %Var values indicating an increase in the CRF response gain during LPl inactivation. **In contrast**, suppressed neurons showed positive %Var values representing a decrease of the CRF response gain. The pooled dataset (Total) exhibited a slight decrease of the CRF response gain as a smaller average positive Rmax %Var value. (*B*) %Var of the baseline. As for the Rmax, facilitated neurons exhibited negative %Var values while the suppressed group showed positive values indicating a decrease and increase of baseline levels, respectively. The total population exhibited small positive %Var baseline values indicating a slight decrease on this parameter. In boxplots, solid and dotted lines indicate mean and median values, respectively. ^\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.001.](bhz149f4){#f4}

Effects of LPl Inactivation as a Function of Cortical Depth and Cell Type in Area 17 {#sec23}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The %Var of the effects of LPl inactivation on the CRF of area 17 neurons was analyzed as a function of their laminar position, their response modulation to gratings (simple and complex cells) and their spike waveform (putative excitatory or inhibitory neurons; Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Table [S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Comparison the percentage of variation (%Var) of Rmax and slope of neurons from area 17 in function of their physiological properties and cortical laminar position. Data were compared between simple and complex cells (*A*, *D*, *G*, *J*), putative excitatory (regular spiking) and inhibitory (fast-spiking) cells (B, E, H, K) and cortical laminar position (*C*, *F*, *I*, *L*). (*A*) PSTH and raster plots of a simple and a complex cell. (*B*) Spike waveforms of a regular spiking (RS) and a fast-spiking (FS neurons. (*C*) Reconstruction of recording contacts (magenta dots) across the cortical depth of area 17. D-F) Proportion of neurons in the different categories compared. (*G*--*I*) %Var plots for Rmax. In H, RS neurons were more impacted by LPl inactivation exhibiting a decrease in the response gain (i.e., positive %Var valuess). In *I*, there was a tendency that neurons from deep layers exhibiting an average decrease in the response gain as well. (*J*--*K*) %Var plots for slope. UN = unclassified, Sup = superficial layers. ■ *P* \< 0.1, ^\*^*P* \< 0.05. IN boxplots, solid and dotted lines indicate mean and median values, respectively. In *A*, shadowed regions indicate the duration of the stimulus presentation (drifting gratings).](bhz149f5){#f5}

### Simple versus complex cells {#sec24}

Out of the 59 units analyzed, 39% and 61% were classified as simple and complex cells respectively (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*D*). The proportion observed in our study resembles that previously reported in the cat primary visual cortex ([@ref88]). No differences were observed between simple and complex cells regarding the CRF parameters.

### Putative excitatory versus inhibitory cells {#sec25}

From the total number of neurons recorded, 823 units were submitted to the analysis of the spike waveform ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). From those, a total of 780 units were classified as putative excitatory (72%) and inhibitory (28%) neurons. The proportion of excitatory/inhibitory neurons found in our study agrees with previous observations in cat visual cortex ([@ref34]). From the 59 areas, 17 neurons included in the analysis, 32% and 58% were classified as putative excitatory and inhibitory, respectively, while 10% were unclassified (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*E*). The difference between the proportion of putative excitatory/inhibitory neurons submitted to spike waveform analysis (*N* = 823) and the subset of units used in the contrast response analysis may be explained by the exclusion of units with low firing rates (see Material and Methods), which favors the selection of inhibitory neurons given their high discharge rates ([@ref107]; [@ref37], [@ref38]). The comparison of the CRF parameters between the two neuronal categories revealed that putative excitatory neurons exhibited greater changes in the response gain and slope control in comparison with inhibitory neurons during LPl inactivation (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*H,K*). For instance, putative excitatory neurons showed an average decrease of 15.52% while inhibitory neurons showed a slight increase of 0.8% in response gain during inactivation. Similarly, excitatory neurons showed a large increase (17.1%) in the slope while inhibitory neurons exhibited a smaller decrease (6.4%).

### Superficial versus Deep Layers {#sec26}

The analysis of laminar position showed that 8.6%, 18.6%, and 72.8% were neurons from layers I/II, III/IV, and V/VI, respectively (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*F*). Thus, most neurons were recorded from deep cortical layers (V/VI). This sampling bias was most likely due to the angle of insertion of the probe in the cortex where a larger number of contacts was located in layers V/VI. Therefore, for statistical comparison, neurons were grouped into superficial (I--IV) and deep layers (V/VI). Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*I* shows that the LPl inactivation tended to preferentially enhance the response gain in the superficial layers while reducing it in the deep layers (*P* = 0.07, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

Finally, we investigated the potential association between the two groups found in area 17 (facilitated and suppressed) and the anatomo-physiological parameters. No significant relationship (Fisher's exact test) was found in any of the parameters indicating that the distinct effects in area 17 induced by the LPl inactivation were independent of the cell type (simple vs. complex; excitatory vs. inhibitory) and its gross laminar position (superficial vs. deep layers).

Effect of LP Inactivation on the CRF of Neurons from Area 21a {#sec27}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to area 17, area 21a receives direct projections from neurons in the medial and LPl nucleus. Consequently, both subregions were targeted in distinct experiments. Out of the 83 neurons tested in area 21a, 45 and 38 were recorded during the LPl and LPm inactivation experiments, respectively. The evaluation of the CIs overlaps revealed that the inactivation yielded changes in the CRF profile of a large number of cells: 35 out of 45 in LPl experiments and 34 out of 38 in LPm, respectively.

Figure [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows four representative examples of the impact of LPl (A--B) and LPm (C--D) on the contrast response of area 21a neurons. For both LPl and LPm experiments, most changes occurred at contrast levels above \~ 26%. In LPl experiments, the inactivation yielded a facilitation of the visual responses in most neurons (\~86**%**; Fig. [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}A--B). For the remaining neurons (5 out of 35), the inactivation yielded a suppression of responses, from which 2 units also exhibited a rightward shift of the CRF. The LPm inactivation also yielded a facilitation of visual responses at higher contrast levels for most units (31 units, \~ 91%; Fig. [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}C--D). However, 11 of these cells also showed a rightward shift of the CRF, and only 3 units (\~9%) exhibited suppression in their visual responses during thalamic inactivation. Thus, the inactivation of both LP subdivisions yielded more homogenous effects on the CRF of 21a neurons than those observed in area 17 after LPl inactivation and these effects were mainly characterized by a response facilitation.

![Effects of the reversible inactivation of LP on the CRF of four neurons from area 21a. (*A*--*B*) Examples of the effects of the inactivation of the lateral LP subdivision (LPl). (*C*--*D*) Examples of the impact of the medial LP (LPm) inactivation. Note that the main impact in both subdivisions was an increase in the firing rate at high contrast levels (Panels 2's) with a larger impact during LPm inactivation (C2 and D2). No changes on the direction selectivity were observed (Panels 3's). The same layout from Figure [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} is applied here. RS = regular spiking; UN = unclassified.](bhz149f6){#f6}

Next, the effects of the inactivation of both subdivisions were further characterized by analyzing the CRF parameters (Supplementary Table [S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Figure [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} shows the main effects of LPl and LPm inactivation on the contrast response of 21a neurons. The LPl inactivation yielded an increase in response gain and baseline (panels *A*--*B*). As in LPl experiments, the main effects of LPm inactivation consisted **of** increases in response gain and baseline (panels *C*--*D*). In addition, the LPm inactivation yielded an increase in the contrast gain (C50) and a reduction in the curve slope.

![Impact of LP inactivation on the CRF parameters Rmax and baseline of neurons from area 21a. The normalized Rmax and baseline were compared between control (Ctr) and thalamic inactivation (Inj) conditions during inactivation of the LPl (*A*--*B*) and LPm (*C*--*D*)**.** The LPl inactivation yielded an increase in Rmax (*A*) and baseline (*B*). In comparison, the inactivation of the medial LP subdivision (LPm) yielded a greater increase in Rmax (*C*) and a similar increase in the baseline (*D*). *E*--*F*) Scatter plots of Rmax and baseline of LPl (filled circles) and LPm (empty circles) inactivation. Note that most of data points and of both groups were located above the unity line (dashed line) showing an increase in Rmax (linear regression LPl: *P* \< 0.05, r2 = 0.13; LPm: *P* \< 0.01, r2 = 0.29) and baseline (linear regression LPl: *P* \< 0.001, r2 = 0.72; LPm: *P* \< 0.001, r2 = 0.52). The same layout from Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} is applied here. ^\*\*^*P* \< 0.01, ^\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.001.](bhz149f7){#f7}

### Effects of LP Inactivation in Function of Cortical Depth and Cell Type of Area 21a Neurons {#sec28}

Out of the 69 neurons analyzed, most were complex-like (*N* = 66) with only three were classified as simple-like cells. This proportion is in accordance with previous reports showing that most area 21a neurons have complex-like receptive fields ([@ref108]; [@ref29]; [@ref95]). Regarding the other properties, the percentage of variation (%Var) of the CRF parameters of 21a neurons were compared in the function of the cell type (putative excitatory vs. inhibitory cells; Supplementary Table [S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and laminar position (superficial vs. deep layers; Supplementary Table [S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

#### Putative excitatory versus inhibitory cells {#sec29}

The spike waveform analysis revealed that 37 and 23 neurons were classified as putative excitatory (RS) and inhibitory (FS) cells, respectively. In LPl experiments, the proportion of putative excitatory and inhibitory cells was \~ 43% (15 units) and \~ 57% (20 units), while in LPm, they composed \~ 86% (22 units) and \~ 12% (3 units) of the sample, respectively. Due to the low number of FS neurons recorded during LPm inactivation (*N* = 3), no statistical analysis was performed. Regarding the LPl experiments, the CRF slope of excitatory and inhibitory neurons was distinctively affected during inactivation (*P* = 0.02, Wilcoxon rank sum test) where excitatory neurons showed a larger decrease (31.26% vs. 0.37%).

#### Superficial versus deep layers {#sec30}

In LPl experiments, \~ 17% and \~ 83% were from layers III/IV and V/VI, respectively. In LPm experiments, \~ 10%, \~ 31%, and \~ 59% were neurons from layers I/II, III/IV, and V/VI, respectively. The same sampling bias observed in area 17 was thus also present here, where neurons from deep layers were more represented in the sample. Thus, for statistical comparison, we grouped the neurons in superficial (layers I--IV) and deep (layer V/VI) layers.

Neurons from superficial and deep layers were distinctively impacted by LPl inactivation. Differences were observed in the response gain and slope control. For instance, the LPl inactivation yielded an average increase of the response gain in both superficial (%Var *R*~max~ mean of −46.55% ± 9.28) and deep layers (%Var *R*~max~ mean of −9.71% ± 5.05), but with more pronounced effect in the former (by a factor of 4.8 times; *P* \< 0.01, Wilcoxon rank sum test). In addition, neurons from superficial layers exhibited a more pronounced decreased in the CRF slope (%Var *n* mean of 50.22% ± 12.74) in comparison with neurons from deep layers (%Var *n* mean of 6.03% ± 8.01; *P* \< 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test). In contrast to the above observations, there was no relationship between the changes in response and the laminar position of the cells when the LPm was inactivated.

### Comparison of LP Effects across Cortical Areas {#sec31}

The amplitude of the effects of thalamic inactivation between areas 17 and 21a was assessed by comparing the %Var of the CRF parameters. Since our goal was to evaluate the global impact of thalamic inactivation on both cortical areas (LPl for areas 17 and 21a; LPm for area 21a only), in this analysis, the total sample from area 17 was considered. In area 17, the net impact of LPl inactivation was characterized by a small decrease in the response gain and baseline. Conversely, in area 21a, the LPl yielded a larger increase of response gain and baseline (Fig. [8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). However, the LPm inactivation yielded even larger changes on response gain and baseline. For instance, the average %Var of response gain during LPm inactivation was \~ 2.7 and \~ 7.7 times larger than those induced by LPl inactivation on area 21a and 17, respectively. Additionally, the increase of the baseline was \~ 2.97 and \~ 7.27 times larger than that observed in area 21a and 17 during LPl inactivation, respectively.

![Comparison the percentage of variation (%Var) of Rmax and baseline between area 17 and 21a during LP inactivation. The net effects of LPl and LPm inactivation on areas 17 and 21a were compared. (*A*) Rmax %Var. In area 17, LPl inactivation yielded a small positive Rmax variation while in area 21a, both LPl and LPm inactivation yielded stronger negative variations of this parameter. Thus, the effect of LPl inactivation was a slight decrease in the CRF response gain in area 17 whereas in area 21a, an increase was observed. (*B*) Baseline %Var. Similarly, LPl yielded a slight positive change in the baseline %Var in area 17, while in area 21a, LPl and LPm inactivation yielded a larger negative change in this parameter. Note that the largest changes on both Rmax (*A*) and baseline (*B*) were observed in area 21a during LPm inactivation. Solid and dotted lines indicate mean and median values, respectively. ^\*\*^*P* \< 0.01, ^\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.001.](bhz149f8){#f8}

### Modeling the Transthalamic Pathway {#sec32}

Our experimental data showed that the main impact of the LP inactivation in the CRF of areas 17 and 21a was characterized by small decreases and large increases in the response gain, respectively. Here, we created a theoretical model in order to mimic those effects. The theoretical cortical visual system was simulated by a network of four layers connected in a feedforward way with excitatory inputs (FFN). The LP was represented by an external and parallel population of neurons interacting with the FFN through reciprocal excitatory connections (Fig. [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}A). The first area of the network received an external input mimicking the LGN projections. The LGN firing rate consisted **of** uncorrelated Poisson excitatory spikes that varied logarithmically with contrast. This signal mimicked the visual contrast used in our experiments. This arrangement of connections between areas allowed a stable propagation of the signals across the FFN. For instance, in each level of the FFN, the activity increased in the function of the contrast mimicking the CRF (Fig. [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}B). This was previously observed in other theoretical studies proposing that the pulvinar allows a stable propagation of visual signals across the cortex preserving the contrast sensitivity at higher levels of the hierarchy ([@ref24]; [@ref23]).

![Modeling the transthalamic pathway. (*A*) Model of a layered FFN of four areas connected reciprocally to an external structure (pulvinar). Each area of the model, including pulvinar, consists of excitatory and inhibitory neurons connected strongly to reach the balanced state. The input to area 1 is *K =* 400 excitatory uncorrelated Poisson spikes. The excitatory population of one area connects homogeneously in a random manner the neurons of the next area. The feedforward connections have on average K numbers of synapses, with equal strength of connectivity (*W~FF~*) across the four areas. Pulvinar receives and sends excitatory projections from and to the FFN, with weights *W~PC~* and *W~CP~*, respectively. Note, however, that the excitatory connectivity from the pulvinar to the excitatory neurons in area 1 is weaker than the connectivity to the excitatory population in the last area. (*B*) Firing rate as a function of contrast for the four cortical areas. Dots represent simulation results for control (blue) and inactivation (red) conditions. Solid lines are fits of CRFs. Note that the first area decreases and the last increases its firing rate during inactivation. Inactivation consists of a reduction of pulvinar internal weights by 25%. (*C*) Left graph shows firing rate of last area when pulvino-cortical weights (*W~PC~*) increase while magnitudes of cortico-pulvinar connections remain fixed (*W~CP~ =* 0.6). Right graph shows firing rate of last area when pulvino-cortical weights (*W~PC~*) increases and *W~PC~ =* 4*.* The 2 sets of simulations have equal cortico-cortical strength of connectivity (*W~FF~ =* 10).](bhz149f9){#f9}

After creating the corticothalamic system, the GABA injection in LP was simulated as a global reduction of its connectivity strength (50% of the initial strength). The robust recurrent connectivity between excitatory and inhibitory neurons produced a net increase of the LP output firing rate at higher contrast levels. Then, the effects of the GABA injection with LP-cortical projections targeting either excitatory or inhibitory cortical populations were assessed (Supplementary Fig. [S4](#sup9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). First, excitatory neurons of the FFN received LP projections with equal strength of connectivity. During the control period, the neuronal activity was transmitted nonlinearly throughout the visual cortex, creating a stair-shaped CRF in the last area ([S4*A*](#sup9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This unrealistic response was avoided by gradually increasing the strength of LP connections from the first to the last cortical area. Here, the dynamic range of cortical areas showed a greater increase during LP inactivation than during control periods (Supplementary Fig. [S4*B*](#sup9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, when only inhibitory neurons were targeted, the CRF dynamic range decreased during LP inactivation (Supplementary Fig. [S4*C,D*](#sup9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, as revealed in our experimental findings, the neurons' CRFs were modulated mostly at high contrast levels. Indeed, the CRF in all cortical areas were scaled up or down when excitatory or inhibitory neurons were targeted mimicking the response gain control observed in the present study. The model produced these results when the cortico-LP connectivity strengths were weak while the LP-cortical ones were strong. In this setting, the LP controlled the cortical response gain, as previously described ([@ref24]; [@ref23]). Next, another scenario was created, in which the LP-cortical inputs targeted both excitatory and inhibitory cortical populations (Fig. [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). Here, the weights of LP-cortical connections targeting inhibitory populations were equal for each cortical area while the weight of connections targeting excitatory populations was progressively increased across the FFN (Fig. [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}*A*). This solution was found when LP-cortical weights were stronger than the cortico-LP ones. This possible solution is supported by our experimental findings where both putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons were impacted by LP inactivation, but with greater effects observed in excitatory neurons.

In the above-mentioned solutions, the simulation of the GABA injections yielded a net increase of the LP output. In order to mimic a decrease of the LP output firing rate, only the weights of inhibitory connections were reduced (50% decrease of initial strength). In this setting, the weights of LP-cortical inputs targeting excitatory populations were the same across the cortical areas while the weights to inhibitory populations gradually increased from the first to the last area. In addition, the LP-cortical weights were weaker than the cortico-LP ones. In this setting, a qualitatively similar solution was obtained where the LP inactivation yielded a decrease and an increase of the response gain in the first and last cortical areas (Supplementary Fig. [S5](#sup10){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, in this case, our model could not mimic the greater increase of the response gain at the last cortical area.

In our simulation, the LP inactivation resulted in a decrease and increase of the firing rate at high contrast levels in the first and last areas of the FFN, respectively. The progressive increase of the weights of LP-cortical connections on the FFN induced a considerable increase of the firing rate in the last area of the chain, mimicking the increased response gain shown by neurons in area 21a (Fig. [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Thus, our model supports the notion that the LP controls the contrast response in areas 17 and 21a by modulating the excitatory and inhibitory inputs in a balanced way ([@ref1]), characterized by changes in the response gain rather than a contrast gain. None of the solutions proposed in our theoretical model showed changes in the contrast gain, as observed in neurons from area 21a during LPm inactivation.

Discussion {#sec33}
==========

In this study, we investigated the impact of the reversible pharmacological inactivation of the LP nucleus on the contrast response of neurons in a low (area 17) and a higher-level area of the cortical hierarchy (area 21a). Our findings demonstrated that LP inactivation yielded distinct changes on the CRF of cortical neurons. In area 17, the main impact of LPl inactivation on the neurons' CRFs was characterized by a small decrease in the response gain. Conversely, in area 21a, the LPl inactivation yielded a more pronounced increase in the neurons\` response gain. During LPm inactivation, changes were observed in all CRF parameters of 21a neurons with a strikingly large increase in the response gain and an increase in contrast gain, baseline and a reduction in the slope.

The area 21a is placed at a higher level in the cortical hierarchy in relation to area 17 and is considered as a gateway area of the cat ventral stream ([@ref63]; [@ref80]). Several distinctions are also observed at a functional level where the response profile of 21a neurons is more similar to LP neurons (e.g., binocularity and complex-like RFs) than to those from area 17 ([@ref95]; [@ref100]). Thus, to obtain comparable measures of the effects of the thalamic inactivation, it was imperative to use a visual stimulus that reliably elicits a neuronal response in both cortical areas. In the present study, drifting gratings with varying contrasts were found to be a suitable stimulus as neurons from both cortical areas were sensitive to contrast changes. Indeed, contrast sensitivity is observed in several areas across the visual system ([@ref30]; [@ref95]; [@ref5]; [@ref12]) and, with some exceptions ([@ref79]), the contrast response is stereotypically described as a sigmoidal curve better characterized by a hyperbolic function ([@ref60]). Here, the responses of neurons from both cortical areas were well fitted by the Naka--Rushton function that allowed us to characterize, quantify, and compare the distinct types of gain control of the CRF during thalamic inactivation.

The CRF as a Measure of the Nature of Thalamocortical Projections {#sec34}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Projections to and from distinct thalamic nuclei involved in visual, auditory, and somatosensory processing were previously characterized based on their anatomical and physiological properties ([@ref81]; [@ref67]; [@ref47]; [@ref42]). Two main categories were identified: drivers and modulators. Driver inputs carry the main message while modulators modify that message ([@ref82]). Alternatively, drivers and modulators can be distinguished based on how the excitatory and inhibitory inputs are integrated affecting a neuron's firing rate ([@ref22]; [@ref1]). In this classification framework, a driver control is characterized by a push--pull mechanism between excitatory and inhibitory inputs ([@ref3]) while a modulatory effect occurs by the combination of both input types in a balanced mode ([@ref104]; [@ref22]). Indeed, theoretical and experimental data have shown that push--pull excitation and inhibition yield additive/subtractive effects in a neuron's firing rate ([@ref33]; [@ref3]). On the other hand, multiplicative/divisive changes of a neuron's firing rate occur when the level of balanced inputs (i.e., combined excitatory and inhibitory signals) is modified ([@ref22]; [@ref1]). Here, we applied this principle to the interpretation of the effects of LP inactivation on the contrast response curve. For instance, additive/subtractive changes of the CRF are translated by changes in the contrast gain and baseline control while multiplicative/divisive effects are observed as changes in the response gain and slope control (Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, based on this interpretation, we observed that the LP inactivation yielded mainly modulatory effects on the CRF of areas 17 and 21a. However, one may propose that changes to the CRF of cortical neurons cannot be exclusively attributed to either a driver or a modulatory influence from the pulvinar. Indeed, previous studies have demonstrated that the contrast response of cortical neurons is strongly influenced by the local network ([@ref91]) as well as by long-range sources as those involved in attentional modulation of visual processing ([@ref49]; [@ref106]; [@ref26]). Thus, one cannot rule out the possibility that other processes have influenced the CRF of cortical neurons in our study, especially in area 21a, as evidence suggests that the impact of modulatory mechanisms, such as attention, increases as a function of the visual hierarchy ([@ref35]).

The Nature of LP Inputs in the Primary Visual Cortex {#sec35}
----------------------------------------------------

Our findings showed that the influence of LPl on neuronal responses in area 17 was mostly modulatory, as revealed by an increase (facilitated group) and a decrease (suppressed group) in the response gain during inactivation. In a study aimed at determining the impact of pulvinar on oscillatory activity in the cat ([@ref56]) reported increased and decreased responses to high contrast (50% and 80%) drifting gratings during LPl inactivation. These changes can be explained by the modulation of the CRF response gain observed in the present study. In primates, the visually evoked and spontaneous activity of neurons from area 17 supragranular layers was strikingly reduced during pulvinar inactivation ([@ref65]). These results suggest that the pulvinar would be essential for the activity of neurons in this region, which can be interpreted as a driver input. Our findings are at odds with this assumption since the impact LPl inactivation was almost exclusively modulatory as shown by the effects on the response gain. Previous theoretical studies have investigated the potential role of the pulvinar in visual cortical circuitry ([@ref25]; [@ref24]; [@ref23]). For instance, [@ref25]) proposed the so-called "no-strong-loop" hypothesis, which predicts that two reciprocally connected areas cannot drive each other, which otherwise would inevitably cause the system to oscillate uncontrollably. Based on this hypothesis, since LPl receives its main driving inputs from area 17 ([@ref2]; [@ref20]; [@ref17]), it would be unlikely that the thalamocortical projections would be a driver in nature. Indeed, the theoretical model shows that decreased connectivity strength of the pulvinar toward the first cortical area is essential to obtain a balanced change of the neuronal response in function of the visual contrast. Thus, our model corroborates our experimental data indicating that the nature of pulvinar inputs to area 17 is modulatory.

The Nature of LP Inputs in Area 21a {#sec36}
-----------------------------------

Our experimental findings demonstrated that the LP nucleus exerts a stronger modulatory influence on area 21a than on area 17. These results are supported by our mathematical model, which shows that thalamocortical connectivity should be stronger in higher areas than in areas located at lower hierarchical levels (Fig. [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). Previous studies indicated a modulatory role of pulvinar on higher-order cortical areas. For instance, in the primate area V2, [@ref90]) showed that the pulvinar inactivation yielded an increase in the neurons' spontaneous activity and visual responses. Here, we provided evidence that these effects may originate from changes in baseline and response gain of cortical neurons. In cats, a previous study from our group ([@ref55]) showed that the LPl inactivation had a small impact on the basic properties of neurons from the PMLS area (e.g., spatial frequency and direction tunings), an extrastriate area from the cat dorsal stream ([@ref28]). Thus, one may conclude that the LP does not participate **in** the creation of basic properties in this higher-order visual area, therefore in agreement with a modulatory rather than a driver input. Similarly, our results showed that LPl exerts a modulatory influence on the contrast processing in area 21a. The modulatory nature of the LP input to area 21a was not expected since most projections end in layer IV and thus, be considered as drivers, that is, contributing to basic receptive field structure of neurons ([@ref32]; [@ref43]; [@ref84]). This suggests that the general scheme of an organization described along the geniculo-cortical pathway may not be applied to extrageniculate pathways. Indeed, it is well known that LGN neurons reaching layer IV provide a driver input to the primary visual cortex ([@ref44]; [@ref84]); however, nothing is black and white here. Although the main influence of LPm on area 21a was modulatory (as for LPl), characterized by an increase in the response gain, a driver component was equally present since an increase in the contrast gain was also observed (Fig. [10](#f10){ref-type="fig"}). Although the weight of the LP signals remains to be determined to identify its driver/modulatory nature, our mathematical model suggests that the thalamic projections are weaker than the feedforward cortico-cortical pathway (Fig. [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). The notion that the driver cortico-cortical feedforward connections exert a stronger impact in area 21a than that of the thalamocortical projections is supported by previous studies suggesting that the former is essential for the maintenance of the contrast sensitivity in the cortical network ([@ref50]; [@ref45]; [@ref23]).

![Scheme of the nature of pulvino-cortical connections with the primary visual cortex and an extrastriate area based on our findings. The hypothetical scheme shown in Figure [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is updated here taking into account our findings. The prediction made for the nature of pulvino-cortical inputs in the primary visual cortex (e.g., area 17) was confirmed indicating that it is mostly modulatory. This was exemplified in our study mainly by non-linear changes (i.e., response gain) in the CRF of neurons from area 17 during LPl inactivation. On the other hand, the impact of LP (LPl and LPm) inactivation was mostly characterized by changes on the response gain and contrast gain of the CRF of neurons from area 21a. This indicates that the pulvino-cortical projections exert both a modulatory (LPl) and driver (LPm) actions on the neuronal activity in a higher-order area from the ventral stream (area 21a), challenging our initial predictions (see Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).](bhz149f10){#f10}

Although both lateral and medial subdivisions of the LP are connected to area 21a, they receive their main excitatory inputs from area 17 and superior colliculus, respectively ([@ref10]; [@ref66]; [@ref2]). Therefore, distinct neuronal properties are observed between the LP subdivisions, which resemble their respective main inputs ([@ref21]; [@ref20]; [@ref17]). Interestingly, the distinct effects of the inactivation of the two LP subdivisions on the CRF of area 21a neurons may reflect their respective functional roles. For instance, the predominantly modulatory inputs from LPl may be related to the modulation of the processing of visual information through the transthalamic pathway. On the other hand, the presence of driving components in the LPm inputs may be related to the processing of visuomotor signals originated from the superior colliculus.

Functional Implications of the Role of the Pulvinar on Cortical Processing {#sec37}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our findings showed that the LP exerts distinct modulatory influences on the contrast processing in areas 17 and 21a. In addition, the stronger impact of LP inactivation in area 21a suggests that the pulvinar may play a more important role on visual processing at higher levels of the cortical hierarchy. What mechanisms could underlie these distinct effects? In our theoretical model, differences in the target population as well as in the strength of thalamocortical connections could represent a possible mechanism for the distinct effects of LP inactivation on the visual cortex. Our simulation strongly suggests that the LP regulates cortical contrast responses by a gain control mechanism based on the variation of the balanced forces between excitatory and inhibitory cortical populations ([@ref1]; [@ref23]). Thus, our experimental and theoretical data support the notion that the pulvinar impact on the visual processing at higher levels of the cortical hierarchy is mostly modulatory.

Our current experimental results suggest that the LP is involved in the transmission of information by modifying the representation of the visual contrast throughout the visual cortex. This effect is illustrated by the increase in the response gain of neurons in area 21a during LP inactivation (Fig. [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), a prediction that was addressed by previous theoretical works ([@ref24]; [@ref23]). However, those models did not predict the decreased and increased response gain in areas 17 and 21a, respectively, found in our experimental data. Here, we reconciled these theoretical findings by reconstructing the thalamocortical projections across the visual hierarchy. This was achieved by connecting with different strengths the output of excitatory neurons of the LP to the excitatory or inhibitory neurons of the simulated visual cortex. The model of the present work also proposes two possible scenarios of excitatory-inhibitory connectivity between the LP and the visual cortex that simultaneously change the response gain across the visual hierarchy. The fact that the pulvinar produces opposite effects in low and high areas shows that this thalamic nucleus has an active role in the transmission of visual activity along the visual cortex ([@ref85]). These hypothetical outlines should be verified by future anatomical and physiological discoveries of the transthalamic pathway. Together, these findings suggest that the role of the transthalamic pathway is to functionally shortcut the visual contrast information from lower to higher levels of the cortical hierarchy. The LP may act as an active blackboard informing the visual cortex ([@ref59]). While this shortcut may speed up the transmission of information across the hierarchy, it would also maintain "up-to-date" the visual cortex with new inputs. Thus, the short circuit by the LP would allow cortical areas to be informed of any relevant changes of the external visual world ([@ref15]).

It is well known that the pulvinar participates in modulatory visual processes such as attention and visual salience ([@ref64]; [@ref27]; [@ref72]; [@ref75], [@ref76]; [@ref89]; [@ref77]). In the primate area V4, a homolog of area 21a in cats ([@ref63]), the neuronal responses are extensively modulated by attention ([@ref77]; [@ref110]). Previous studies reported changes on the CRF of V4 neurons when animals were engaged in attention-demanding tasks ([@ref68]; [@ref69]; [@ref106]; [@ref39]). Interestingly, one study ([@ref106]) demonstrated that the attentional modulation of the contrast response of neurons from V4 was predominantly characterized by changes on the response gain. Recent evidence indicated that the pulvinar mediates the attentional effects in area V4 ([@ref110]). Thus, one may hypothesize that the pulvinar plays an essential role in the attentional modulation of the contrast response in area V4. In our study, experiments were carried out in anesthetized cats and one should be cautious in discussing the data in the context of attentional processes. However, we believe that the neuronal circuits and mechanisms underlying the changes observed here may be those involved in awake animals. [@ref110]) observed that the pulvinar inactivation affected the neuronal responses in area V4 regardless of the attentional effects suggesting that the pulvinar is actively implicated in the basic processing of visual information in this cortical area. Indeed, this was corroborated by our findings supporting the notion that the pulvinar is actively implicated in the modulation of the visual processing in extrastriate areas of the ventral stream.

The pulvino-cortical connections are part of distinct transthalamic networks involved in different sensory modalities ([@ref2]; [@ref31]; [@ref51]; [@ref96]; [@ref83]). Most studies focused on the anatomical and functional properties of corticothalamic connections involving visual ([@ref17]), somatosensory ([@ref67]) and auditory ([@ref51]) areas. On the other hand, less is known about the nature of reciprocal thalamocortical projections involving higher-order thalamic nuclei such as the pulvinar. For instance, in brain slices of mice, the activation/deactivation of transthalamic pathways involving the posterior medial nucleus (POm) yielded a significant increase and decrease in the neuronal activity of an extrastriate area of the somatosensory cortex ([@ref96]) suggesting that these projections were a driver in nature. Our findings are at odds with this study since the main impact of the LP inactivation was modulatory. However, it is difficult to reconcile our findings with those from [@ref96]) since experiments were undertaken on different species (cat vs. mouse), experimental setting (in vivo vs. in vitro), and thalamic nuclei (LP vs. POm).

The present study demonstrates that the pulvinar influences cortical functions across the ventral stream mainly by modulating neuronal activity. Furthermore, our findings provide evidence on the possible mechanisms underlying the transthalamic flow of information and its role in cortical contrast processing. The pulvinar is extensively connected with several cortical areas that perform high level sensory and cognitive processes. Thus, knowing the nature of cortico-pulvino-cortical connections is essential for understanding the mechanisms subtending visual perception and its pathological states.
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